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Abstract
We present Sketcholution, a method for automatically creating visual histories of
hand-drawn sketches. Such visual histories are useful for a designer to reflect on
a sketch, communicate ideas to others, and fork from or revert to an earlier point
in the creative process. Our approach uses a bottom-up agglomerative clustering mechanism that groups adjacent frames based on their perceptual similarity
while maintaining the causality of how a sketch was constructed. The resulting
aggregation dendrogram can be cut at any level depending on available display
space, and can be used to create a visual history consisting of either a comic strip
of highlights, or a single annotated summary frame. We conducted a user study
comparing the speed and accuracy of participants recovering causality in a sketch
history using comic strips, summary frames, and simple animations. Although
animations with interaction may seem better than static graphics, our results show
that both comic strip and summary frame significantly outperform animation.
Keywords: sketching, interaction history, animation, summaries, user study

1. Introduction
Sketching is commonly defined as rapidly created freehand drawing that is not
intended to yield finished work, but rather to visually explore ideas [1], and is a
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(a) Comic strip (6 frames).

(b) Summary frame (events 1-6).

Figure 1: Our two Sketcholution visual history mechanisms illustrating the evolution of a sketch.

common tool for early design and creativity, regardless of discipline [2]. While
pen and paper remains the most common medium for such activities, digital media
for sketching has several compelling benefits beyond paper. One such is the ability
to capture not just the final state of a sketch, but also every intermediate state
along the way. Based on this idea, we propose Sketcholution, an automatic visual
interaction history of how a sketch has evolved over time (Figure 1). Whereas a
paper-based visual history would require the designer to take regular photocopies
or digital pictures of the sketch being worked on, Sketcholution runs unobtrusively
in the background of the digital sketch tool, capturing every single stroke made by
the designer. This interaction history can then be played back, stroke by stroke,
to show how the sketch was created and evolved over time. This would allow the
designer to, for example, recall progress made during an earlier sketch session,
communicate a particular idea to a collaborator or stakeholder, or access an earlier
version of a sketch to either revert to or fork from that version (similar to source
control systems).
Animation with interactive control is a seemingly obvious choice over static
representation given that animations have been shown to improve understanding
of spatiotemporal information [3, 4]. However, merely playing back an animation
of the interaction history for a sketch is not necessarily the optimal presentation
method. Complex animations can be difficult to perceive accurately [5] and are
also potentially time-consuming to view in their entirety. For that reason, we
propose two new static techniques for automatically summarizing sketch history
captured during one or several design sessions: a comic strip of representative
frames (or highlights) during the history, and a summary frame that annotates the
changes made to the sketch in a single image. Both approaches rely on a bottomup agglomerative clustering algorithm [6] that combines adjacent frames (each
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representing a stroke) into frame aggregates while retaining the causal sequence
of the interaction history. The decision of which frames to combine depends on the
distance between consecutive frames as computed by a frame distance function.
The resulting aggregation dendrogram can be cut at any level to yield a desired
number of frames (for comic strips), or a particular distance threshold between
events (for summary frames).
To determine which history presentation—animation, comic strip, or summary
frame—is most efficient, we conducted a user study comparing the completion
time of participants recovering the causal sequence of visual components in a
sketch. Results show that both comic strip and summary are significantly faster
than animation. These results also provide compelling evidence to the controversy
surrounding animation for comprehension [7].
2. Related Work
Our sketch captury and summary mechanism lies at the intersection of sketching, early design, and interaction histories. Below we review relevant work in
these research areas.
2.1. Sketching and Cognition
A sketch is a rapidly created freehand drawing that is not intended to create
finished work, but rather to visually explore ideas [1, 2]. Sketches can be used
in the design of electrical, mechanical, scientific, mathematical, and software artifacts [8]. For this reason, sketches are often used for idea generation and recording
in early design—see below.
The order in which we sketch and draw reflects how we think. Taylor and
Tversky [9] studied how people create regional maps and observed that the order in which people draw reflects their mental organization of the space. Regions which had features at multiple scales were depicted starting with larger features first followed by smaller ones. Sketches themselves have a definite structure
similar to language and consists of basic elements such as lines and blobs [10].
Tversky [11] showed that the order of sketching elements reveals the designer’s
underlying conceptual organization.
2.2. Sketching for Early Design
Design is a gradual, iterative process, often beginning from ill-defined or difficult problems that are decomposed, explored, and integrated in turns to yield
many possible solutions [12]. Sketches play an important role in externalizing
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ideas during early design [2], providing a “visible graphic memory” (p. 127) that
facilitates creativity by providing an easily accessible database of generated ideas
and by stimulating building on earlier ideas. Studies show that pictorial representations in general, and sketching in particular, is more effective than any other
representations during early phases of ideation and creativity [13]. Furthermore,
pen and paper remain the most common tools for sketching in early design [1].
Greenberg et al. [14] present a collection of methods to illustrate how to design
with sketching.
Nevertheless, with the recent proliferation of pen-input devices, many efforts
have been made to develop sketch-based interfaces for early design in a wide
variety of domains such as architecture [15], automotive design [16], and software design [17]. These approaches all aim at replicating the good properties of
paper—such as minimal learning curve, natural and precise interaction, and physical affordances—while retaining the unique benefits afforded by digital media,
such as replication and composition of sketches.
2.3. Interaction Logs and Graphical Histories
Interaction logs and histories are common in human-computer interaction due
to their relation to undo and redo operations, and modern user applications typically support multi-level versions of these, sometimes of a selective nature [18].
Similarly, navigation histories are central to web browsers, allowing users to easily go back and forward while browsing the Web. Heer et al. [19] carefully review
the design space of interaction histories; we refer to their survey for further details on interaction capture and recall. Compared to Heer et al., our work targets a
different media type and uses an aggregation algorithm to chunk the history.
Interaction data can be used to even greater effect. Graphical histories do not
just maintain a list or stack of interactions, but also show them using a graphical
summary [20]. This is most commonly done using a thumbnail image of previous state [19, 21], and allows for capturing interactions over time [22]. In recent
work, Heer et al. [19] propose a comic strip-style graphical history using thumbnails of previous visualizations. Further, recent work has shown that augmenting
sketch histories with contextual information such as pictures audio and videos
improves the effectiveness of sketching for communication in early design [23].
Proper segmentation with users’ guidance makes the graphical history eaisier to
understand [24].
Beyond interaction data, histories have also been used for summarizing other
media types. For example, histories for binary image files can be modeled using a
directed acyclic graph to store temporal and semantic relationships [25]. For video
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histories, Barnes et al. [26] proposed continuous zooming to support navigation
in time. Building on this, Ajmal et al. [27] give a comprehensive introduction to
video summarization techniques, of which cluster-based and color-based methods
are partially similar to our proposed aggregation approach. Eccles et al. [28] integrated geotemporal information into storytelling and presented stories with data
such as behaviors and events. However, compared to all of the above techniques,
our aggregation approach is different, our data type is sketch strokes, and we also
focus on presentation techniques for the cluster data, which we evaluate with a
user study.

Figure 2: Visual dendrogram of sequential agglomerative clustering of a sample sketch. The
distances between individual frames (bottom of image) only have to be computed once. Each
sketch impostor shown in the dendrogram (above the bottom sequence) represents a cluster of two
child sketches, and is chosen from the two children as the one with the most strokes (i.e., most
information).

3. Sketcholution
Sketcholution is an automatic technique for capturing and visualizing the history of a sketch for the purpose of reflection, collaboration, and revision. Based on
our literature review, we formulate the following design goals for a sketch-based
history mechanism:
• Stroke-level events: A truly useful sketch history requires fine-grained history capture down to the level of individual strokes and formatting operations. This would enable the designer to reflect on each individual change
in a sketch.
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• Chronology-preserving: The causal order of how a sketch was constructed
is a vital part of providing an accurate history. The chronology may also
give insight into the creative process behind the sketch beyond the final
result.
• Efficient screen usage: The sketch history should be space-efficient and
adaptable to any screen area; in fact, it may become integrated into the
sketch editor itself.
• Efficient time usage: An efficient history mechanism for sketches should
support quick references so that it can become part of the sketch flow.
Many versioning systems allow users to revert and fork the version history
from earlier revisions. However, such advanced version control operations are
beyond the scope of this work; here we only concern ourselves with capturing and
summarizing sketching.
3.1. Data Model
We define a digital sketch as a canvas and an ordered list of sketch operations
that, when executed in sequence by an appropriate 2D rendering engine, yields a
visual representation of the sketch on the canvas. Many types of sketch operations
are potentially relevant; in this work, we include draw strokes, erase strokes, and
formatting (color, transparency, stroke thickness). Both draw and erase strokes
are modeled as pairs of 2D points (lines), where the former add digital ink to the
canvas, and the latter remove it.
Using this definition of a digital sketch, it is clear that the sketch itself is
also a stroke-by-stroke history of how it was constructed, from the first drawing
operation to the last. We therefore call the list of sketch operations in the sketch a
sketch history. This also means that rendering a sketch consisting of N operations
from the beginning yields N consecutive frames—as in an animation—where the
last frame FN is the current state of the sketch: F1 , F2 , . . . , FN . A frame Ft can be
seen as the set of sketch operations added to the sketch up to a time t. To complete
this interpretation, we also include time stamps t with each individual operation
in the list, allowing us to exactly animate both the order and timing of the sketch.
3.2. Sketch Capture
Whereas most versioning systems (such as SVN, git, and Subversion) as well
as cloud storage systems (Dropbox and Google Drive) operate on a file level,
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Sketcholution must integrate with the sketch editor itself in order to collect strokelevel data. We focus on two main sketch operations—drawing and erasing—as
well as changing the color and thickness of the drawing stroke, and the size of
the eraser (however, other operations are also possible to capture and recall). All
sketch input results in sequences of stroke segments (two points forming a line)
being added to the sketch history as draw or erase strokes (depending on the chosen tool).
Storing a Sketcholution sketch amounts to serializing the canvas (dimensions,
background, title, etc) as well as the entire sketch history. For long sketch histories, it may be impractical to execute or store the entire sequence of operations
from beginning to end due to high rendering time and memory consumption, respectively. This is particularly true when many draw strokes have since been
erased. For this purpose, we use the SVG format to store a cached version of the
current state of a sketch’s visual representation.

Figure 3: Four-frame comic strip representation of the sketch shown in Figure 2. The four frames
were chosen by cutting the aggregation tree (dendrogram) in Figure 2 at depth 3 (N = 4), yielding
four impostor children.

3.3. Sketch Summary
The design space of interaction histories is large [19], but our design goals
limit the options to consider. Since our intention with this work is not to support
forking past states, there is no branching model and thus no need for a hierarchical
visual representation. Rather, the sketch history is a linear list, and the challenge
instead becomes how to reduce the number of frames that are shown in the summary, from showing all N frames to just showing one.
In light of these constraints and goals, we formulate the following main types
of sketch summary mechanisms (discussed below):
• Animation: Play back the entire sequence as a smooth animation. This
option corresponds to one end of the above design spectrum: including all
N frames.
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• Comic strip: Render a subset of n representative frames as a static comic
strip. The number would be selected as n ∈ (1, N ), so this constitutes a
design compromise.
• Summary frame: Create a single frame that captures the entire sequence
and enumerates the order of events. This design is at the other end of the
spectrum: n = 1.
3.3.1. Animated Playback
Animated playback is the most straightforward of all: summarize the history
of the sketch being drawn by simply replaying the operation sequence and show
how the sketch evolves as strokes and formatting changes are executed. There is
no attempt to reduce the number of frames, yet several design issues must still be
resolved, the primary ones being timing, animation speed, and user control.
Timing refers to how to map the timestamped sketch operations in the sketch
history to animated playback. While it may be useful to see the relative timing
of operations (i.e., that the user took more time drawing one part of the sketch
than another), most of the time the timestamps can be ignored and the operations
simply be drawn in order with uniform timing. Speed, on the other hand, refers to
the overall speed with which the animation is played back. Typically, an animated
history will be played back faster than real time, although this could be left in
the hands of the user. In addition, easing the speed of the animation in and out
using temporal distortion may help perception [5]. Finally, user control concerns
the interaction model that is used to control the animation; we use a media player
metaphor, including play, pause, and rewind buttons, as well as a scrubber bar for
directly controlling frame position.
3.3.2. Sequential Aggregation
Before being able to summarize a sketch using either a comic strip or a summary frame, we need to find a way to reduce the number of frames in the sequence, ideally without losing too much of the information encoded in the history.
Furthermore, our design constraints mandate that we preserve the chronological
order in the history, yet provide a flexible data structure that can adapt to available screen space. To achieve this, we use a variant of standard agglomerative
(or hierarchical) clustering [6] where we preserve the order by only aggregating
adjacent frames. This sequential aggregation algorithm preserves the chronology of frames, whereas traditional hierarchical clustering typically considers the
distances between all items at each iteration of the algorithm.
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For the aggregation to begin, we first need to compute the distances between
each neighboring frame in the sketch history. The distance between two sketch
frames d(Ft−1 , Ft ) is a measure of how much has changed between the two consecutive points in time, with the understanding that larger differences are more
likely to be interesting than smaller ones. Several different distance metrics are
possible (for example, how far the user’s pen has traveled from one frame to the
next); we explore this in more detail later in this paper.
With the distances computed, the aggregation algorithm proceeds in the normal way by iteratively combining the two adjacent frames with the shortest distance into a single aggregate with the two frames as children. Distances for the
new aggregate are taken from the child items, so no new distances need to be
computed. The hierarchy created during this process is stored in memory, and
the iterative merging is repeated until only one aggregate remains (the root of
the aggregation hierarchy). Figure 2 shows how a sketch is iteratively clustered
bottom-up into an aggregation hierarchy.
When creating a new aggregate, an impostor frame is chosen to represent
the whole aggregate. Impostor selection should be stable, i.e., the impostor for
an aggregate should be one of the two impostors of its children, otherwise the
sketch history may change radically when expanding or collapsing an aggregate
and thereby cause confusion. Of the two candidates taken from the children of
an aggregate, our algorithm chooses the one with the most visible strokes because
this branch of the aggregation hierarchy has the most information to convey to the
user. Naturally, impostors for the original frames in the sketch history are those
frames themselves.
3.3.3. Comic Strip
The basic idea behind the comic strip history mechanism is to select a subset
of n ∈ (1, N ) frames and show them in a static comic strip, i.e., in a list or grid
where time runs from left to right, top to bottom. Figure 3 shows a four-frame
comic strip of a sketch.
Of course, selecting which frames from the sketch history to include is the real
challenge. This is where the sequential aggregation algorithm presented above
comes in useful. Given a particular distance function, the dendrogram resulting
from this cluster analysis constitutes a level-of-detail tree that can be cut at any
level depending on the amount of screen space available. Such a cut (temporarily
disregarding the hierarchy above the tree cut) yields a forest of n subtrees. The
impostor frame for each subtree root becomes a representative frame to use in
the comic strip. This way, the sketch history can be represented by any number of
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frames n ≤ N , including n = 1 as well as n = N . For example, the comic strip in
Figure 3 resulted from cutting Figure 2 at depth 3, yielding 4 subtrees represented
by frames 2, 7, 8, and 12 from the sketch sequence.
3.3.4. Summary Frame
Our intention with the summary frame was to provide a single frame where all
events were captured. This would represent a compact, space-efficient visualization of a dynamic event sequence that is diametrically opposite from animation,
which uses all frames. We achieve this by computing the union of all strokes (even
those who were later erased) drawn at different points in time during the sketch
history into a single frame, and then adding visual annotations to highlight and
enumerate the major events during the history. Figure 4 shows an example of a
summary frame for Figure 2.
Again we come back to the problem of identifying the major representative
events during the sketch history, and the sequential aggregation algorithm again
provides the solution. Let the diameter of an aggregate be defined as the sum
of the sketch distances between all of its children. Instead of the user explicitly
choosing the number of frames to display in a comic strip, we traverse the dendrogram depth first, only stopping the traversal for each branch when the current
aggregate has a diameter less than or equal to a threshold value. The resulting list
of frames become the events to highlight. For example, given a threshold of 0.45,
such a traversal of the dendrogram in Figure 2 would yield frames 2, 5, 8, and
12. We then draw the bounding box of the strokes for each frame in the single
summary frame and add an ordinal number. We use a green box and numeral for
added strokes and red for erased strokes.
To be able to separate drawing and erasing into different events that can be
conveyed with different colors, we must also use a distance metric that differentiates between these two types of events. This in turn will cause the aggregation
hierarchy to become a forest instead of a single tree; a tree consisting of drawing strokes simply cannot be merged with a tree consisting of erasing strokes. A
long sequence of alternate drawing and erasing will thus yield many events in the
resulting summary frame, even if each is minor.
3.4. Implementation
While we expect a production sketch tool to run on a mobile tablet, our prototype Sketcholution implementation (Figure 1) is built in Java using the Piccolo2D [29] library for vector graphics. The main component in the Sketcholution software is the sketch history, implemented as a queue of operations using
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Figure 4: Summary frame for Figure 2 with ordinal numbers given the temporal sequence of
events. The green bounding box communicates objects being added; removed objects (none in
this sequence) would be drawn using a red color instead.

the Command design pattern. Because early design requires minimally-invasive
interfaces and as close to natural interaction as possible, we chose not to expose
this functionality in our prototype.
4. Sketch Distance Metrics
Our sketch summarization approach has two major advantages compared to
more traditional summarization approaches [30]: it is bottom-up, and it can be
performed online. To achieve this, we need appropriate sketch distance metrics
d(Ft−1 , Ft ) that accurately portray the absolute difference between two consecutive sketch frames at timestamps t−1 and t. Below we review some of the distance
metrics we have experimented with in our prototype:
• Temporal distance: The temporal order in how people sketch and draw
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reflects how we think [9], which indicates that the time spent in drawing
parts of a sketch may be an interesting distance metric to explore.
• Euclidean distance: Another simple metric is defined as the 2D distance
(in pixels) that the user’s pen has moved between the frames. This metric
will cluster adjacent strokes tighter than distant ones, and is used in Figure 1.
• Perceptual distance: Euclidean distance alone will not distinguish between
color, thickness, and transparency, but such formatting changes are often
important in segmenting a sketch history. A perceptual distance metric extends the Euclidean metric by assigning weights based on the visual saliency
of the chosen stroke format.
• Salience: A more complex distance metric would use the stroke salience,
where the salience of a stroke at a specific point is related to the instantaneous curvature of the stroke. This local salience can be found robustly by
carrying out a local Principal Component Analysis. We do this by constructing a covariance matrix M of the coordinates within a small time window
N (pi ) = {pj |j = i − w, j, i + w} of width w and then performing an eigendecomposition of M to yield eigenvectors (vS , vL ) and eigenvalues (λS , λL )
of M . We define the salience at an instant as the ratio of the eigenvalues:
α=

λS
λL

(1)

For a perfectly straight line λS = 0, while for a circular region λS u λL .
The distance between adjacent frames can be found by computing the α
difference:
d(Ft−1 , Ft ) = |αt−1 − αt |.

(2)

This method is computationally efficient using a small frame window width
w. From a pilot study (discussed below) we found that a frame width of 5
to 10 strokes is optimal to model intended sketch curvatures while filtering
out small erratic moves.
Sketching is a highly subjective and application-dependent process. Hence it is
difficult to come up with a single distance metric that fits all users and applications.
In fact, composite distance metrics that weigh together more than one of the above
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metrics are often good compromises. A general methodology to select distance
metrics given an application is left for future work.
In many real-life design scenarios, such as that discussed by Schmidt et
al. [31], continuous refinement and correction is an essential sketch activity. The
final outcome has all the details and color on top of the original design scaffolding, which makes it hard for the user to review and have a quick overview for the
whole process. In this case, a good distance metric may be based on color and
thickness combined with temporal distance, as sketchers typically change their
pens for either another color or thickness, and may often pause before starting
another stage in the layered sketch.
5. User Study
At this point, we have derived three different techniques for conveying sketch
history—animation, comic strip, and summary frame—but have no data on which
of these techniques perform best under different conditions. Our intuition is that
comic strips and summary frames will outperform animation when the testing
sample is long and complex. On the other hand, for short and simple tasks, we
expect that animation will be fastest since such tasks do not require summarization [27], and animation is also more familiar to participants.
To find the answer to this question, we performed a controlled user study that
compared the completion time of participants recovering the temporal sequence
of visual components being added and removed from a sample sketch.
5.1. Pilot Study
Prior to performing the full experiment, we first conducted an in-depth pilot
study involving 16 participants. In the pilot study, we used a simple task sketch
history recall task (similar to the actual study below), but used the pilot to determine suitable factors and conditions. During the pilot study, we found that the
length of a sketch history and the context components that serve as background are
interesting factors affecting the overall difficulty of the tests. However, the initial
experimental design for the pilot study was not able to adequately distinguish between different difficulty levels. After increasing these two factors, we were able
to obtain results so that groups were well separated based on completion time. We
carefully selected the parameters to keep a balance so that participants will have
enough challenge in the hard cases while their performance will not be affected
by fatigue. This increased difficulty lead to increased session duration. In consequence, we were forced to take fewer participants in the formal user study due to
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limited time and budget. We explain the details of the two experimental factors
below.
For the techniques of Single Frame and Comic Strip, we also observed that
obtaining the correct number of frames is essential to the their effectiveness, i.e.
the time for the participants to finish certain task using such techniques. Therefore,
we developed an automatic segregation approach that separates the sketch into
discrete frames. We tested this approach in the pilot study to reach an optimal
separation rate, and used the parameters to the actual study with minor changes.
All of the parameters for factors in the below text were chosen to best separate
the efforts of participants while keeping the tasks manageable.
5.2. Participants
We recruited 12 paid participants (6 male, 6 female) for this user study (each
paid $10). The participants were self-selected from the student population at our
university, were aged between 20 and 31 years of age, had normal or corrected-tonormal vision, and were proficient computer users (all demographics were selfreported). A majority of participants were engineering students with a design
background.
5.3. Apparatus
We conducted the experiment on a standard desktop computer equipped with a
24-inch LCD screen (resolution 1600 × 1200), a standard keyboard, and a mouse.
The Sketcholution software was maximized to fill the entire screen during the
experiment.
5.4. Task and Data
Based on previous work on graphical histories [19] and causality in analytics [32], we selected a task based on recovering the casality of events in an interaction history. In our case, each trial consisted of the participant using one of the
three sketch history mechanisms to view the evolution of a sample sketch.
The sample sketch consisted of several smaller “sketch objects”: D distractor
objects, A added objects, and R removed objects. A sketch object is defined as
a relatively small (approximately 100–300 pixels in dimension) sketched component of a clearly distinguishable physical item, such as a car, face, or heart shape.
All objects were recorded using one-pixel wide black strokes for simplicity. A
sample sketch was constructed by assembling a sequence of A sketch objects being added to the sketch, and R objects being removed. This design was chosen
to allow us to procedurally generate new trials from scratch. Sketch objects were
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selected from a pool of 23 discrete objects of different complexity, and each object
was used at most once per trial. The order of object additions and removal was
randomly permuted, whereas distractor objects never changed during a trial.
The user study task was to use the given sketch history mechanism to recover
the order of added and removed sketch objects in the overall sketch. Participants
were given a randomly ordered list of the sketch objects involved in the sample
sketch, and were asked to specify the order. This was done by simply selecting
a number representing its order of appearance or disappearance for each object
using combo boxes (Figure 5). A trial could only be completed when the exact
order for each sketch was given (incorrect clicks were recorded). The experimental platform silently recorded the completion time from the beginning of the trial
to the moment the user clicked the submit button once the answer was correct.

Figure 5: Screenshot from the study setup using the summary frame technique. In this example,
we chose both temporal and Euclidean distance metrics for better segmentation. Temporal distance
is added with a weight of 0.3 for better segmentation rates based on results from our pilot study.

5.5. Factors
We included the following factors in the experiment:
5.5.1. History Mechanism (H)
This factor modeled the sketch history mechanism H used:
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• Animation: Basic animation playback where the participant can play,
pause, and rewind the action, fast-forwarding, fast-rewinding, as well as
moving the seeker bar to any time in the animation. All these controls were
available throughout the trials. The playback window was stretched to fill
the entire available screen space, minus the playback control interface.
• Comic strip: The Sketcholution comic strip where the available screen
space is subdivided into smaller frames, each showing a representative snapshot of the history. The participant was able to control the number of frames
using a slider; the initial number was five. Increasing the number caused the
individual frames to become smaller, but showed a larger number of history
highlights (and vice versa).
• Summary frame: The Sketcholution summary frame where a single annotated picture of the sketch history was stretched to fit the entire screen.
The number of significant events to annotate in the summary was determined from distance thresholds found using a pilot. This number could also
be controlled by the participant using a slider similar to the slider used for
the comic strip; increasing the event number would simply highlight more
events in the summary frame.
Even if our sketch objects were discrete, we did not artificially add delimitations between them, but used the complete stroke-level history of the sketch
objects constituting the history.
5.5.2. Sketch Complexity (C)
The length of a sketch history will clearly have an impact on the difficulty of
recovering the sequence of events; the longer the history, the more elements to
survey and remember. To model this, we introduced a sketch complexity factor C
as the sum C = A + R, i.e., the total number of added and removed sketch objects
constituting the history. Given C, values for A and R were selected randomly.
The pilot study had a low Sketch Complexity: 3, 5, 8. We increased it to 5, 8, 11
in the acual user study to increase the difficulty.
5.5.3. Distractor Level (D)
Sketches often contain components that either serve as context (for example,
reference figures or background scenery), are part of earlier work, or were created
by others in a collaborative setting. These visual components still add to the visual
complexity of the sketch. We speculate that these invariant components in a sketch
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that do not change over the course of the sketch history may therefore impact
performance. We thus added a distractor factor D that modeled the number of
such distractors that are visible in the sketch. We selected the distractor factor as
a set of low (2 distractors), medium (4 distractors), and high (6 distractors) in the
pilot study. We found that this configuration was not enough to serve its purpose,
so we increased the number of distractors to 2 (low), 4–6 (medium), and 8–10
(high) distractors.
5.6. Experimental Design
We used a full-factorial within-participants design:
12 participants
×
3 History Mechanisms H (anim, strip, frame)
×
3 Sketch Complexities C (5, 8, 11)
×
3 Distractor Levels D (low, medium, high)
324 Total trials (27 per participant, training excluded)
Trials were organized in blocks for each history mechanism. Block order was
balanced using a Latin square participants to counteract learning effects; other
factors were randomized. Trial completion time (in seconds) was the single dependent variable.
5.7. Procedure
An experimental session started with the participant arriving, reading and signing the consent form, and being assigned an identifier and history mechanism
block order. The administrator then explained the general goals and task for the
experiment. Each block started with the administrator demonstrating the use of
the history mechanism and showing how to utilize it to solve a practice trial. The
participant was then given two practice trials to solve. These trials were not timed
and the participant was allowed to ask questions about the history mechanism and
the task during this time. Since trials were timed individually, participants could
rest between any two trials at will.
Individual trials started with an empty intermission screen that instructed the
participant to click on a button to start the next trial. Clicking on this button caused
the empty screen to be replaced by the history mechanism interface. A separate
panel provided a randomly ordered list of the names of the sketch objects involved
in the trial. The participant could select the ordinal number for each object’s
appearance or disappearance during the sketch history using a dropdown menu.
There was no need to specify whether the object had been added or removed
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during the sequence. Participants clicked on a submit button to finish the trial, but
were allowed to proceed only if the provided order was correct.
After finishing a full block of 3 × 3 conditions per mechanism, participants
were asked to rate their perception of the efficiency, ease of use, and enjoyability of the history mechanism on a 1–5 Likert scale. After finishing all three
blocks, they were asked to provide any general comments or feedback on any
of the history mechanisms or the experiment. A full experimental session lasted
approximately 60 minutes, including training and questionnaires.
5.8. Hypotheses
We formulate the following hypotheses about the study:
H1 Both Sketcholution interfaces will be significantly faster than animation.
We believe that the visual summaries provided by the comic strip and summary frame will be more efficient representations of sketch history than
animation.
H2 High sketch complexities will cause significantly longer completion time
than low complexities. The number of discrete components being added or
removed from the sketch will directly influence the time to solve a trial.
H3 Many distractors will cause significantly longer completion time than few
distractors. Analogously, many distractors will make the task more difficult,
and thus slower.

6. Results
We here report on the completion times and subjective ratings for the three
different history mechanisms.
6.1. Completion Time
We analyzed completion times using a repeated-measures analysis of variance
(RM-ANOVA, all assumptions fulfilled) and found a significant main effect of history mechanism H on the completion time (F (2, 22) = 106.59, p < .0001). Figure 6 shows a visual summary of the completion times; averages of 61.7 seconds
for animation, 34.2 for summary frame, and 32.1 for comic strip. A posthoc Tukey
HSD indicated that the difference between animation and comic strip as well as
between animation and summary frame was significant (p < .05), with animation
on average having twice as long completion time as the other two mechanisms.
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Figure 6: Average completion time as a function of history mechanism H and complexity C.
Comic strip and summary frame show significantly faster times than animation.

There was no significant difference between completion times for comic strip and
summary frame (p = .60).
Not surprisingly, the sketch complexity C had a significant main effect on
completion time (F (2, 22) = 215.67, p < .0001). A posthoc Tukey HSD
showed that all complexity levels had significant pairwise differences (p < .05)
in the order 5 < 8 < 11 in ascending completion time. Similarly, analysis
of the distractor level D on completion time yielded a main significant effect
(F (2, 22) = 4.89, p < .01). A pairwise Tukey HSD showed significant differences for 2 < 10 number of distractors (p < .05).
Finally, we found a significant interaction between history mechanism H and
complexity C (F (4, 44) = 8.16, p < .0001). A Tukey HSD posthoc test indicated
that animation had comparable performance to both comic strip and summary
frame at low complexity (5 events), but was significantly (p < .05) slower for 8
and 11 events.
6.2. Subjective Ratings
Figure 7 depicts boxplots of the subjective ratings for each history mechanism on efficiency, ease of use, and enjoyability. We analyzed the 5-point Likert
scale of subjective ratings for the different history mechanisms and found that
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Figure 7: Subjective ratings (Likert 1–5). Comic strip and summary frame are higher than animation for efficiency and ease.

the efficiency and ease of use rating were significantly different across the three
mechanisms (Friedman test, p < .05), but the enjoyability had no significant
difference (Friedman tests, p = .12 for enjoyability). A Friedman posthoc test
showed significant differences of efficiency between comic strip and animation
(p < .05), and significant differences of ease of use between comic strip and
animation (p < .001) and between comic strip and summary frame (p < .05).
7. Discussion
We can summarize our findings as follows (discussed below):
• Both comic strip and summary frame are considerably faster than animation
(accepting H1);
• The complexity of trials (i.e., the number of components) had a direct impact on trial difficulty (accepting H2); and
• The number of distractors in the sketch history had significant impact on
completion time (accepting H3).
7.1. Explaining the Results
Our findings were in line with our initial hypotheses. Both summary frame
and comic strip showed better performance than animation. The most likely explanation for these results is that our two novel methods allow the user to overview
the entire event sequence without relying on a dynamically changing visual representation and requiring no user interaction. Users were simply faster in recovering
causal order using Sketcholution for these reasons.
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We made several interesting observations on how participants used the different techniques to solve the task. For comic strip, participants seemed to move
from frame to frame using the bounding boxes to mark changes. The comic strip
partitions events into an orderly grid, and so is faster than an animation. Similarly, the numbered bounding boxes in the summary frame imposes structure on
the event sequence, relieving the user from having to replay the sketching history
and explicitly remember the ordering.
It is hardly surprising that the complexity of a trial is indeed governed by
the number of sketch components that are added or removed during the history,
and this is a direct impact from the need to provide more information to the testing platform to recover the sequence. Animation of complex sketches involved a
noticeably large amount of user interaction to recognize and recall events in the
sketching sequence. The summarized nature of comic strip and summary frame
made it significantly easier to identify the sketching sequence in the presence of
complexity.
Distractors have a significant impact on completion times. This is again not
surprising: a higher number of distracting items clearly makes it more difficult to
memorize the event sequence, especially for animation. On the other hand, comic
strip and summary frame have bounding boxes to indicate the changes which
makes the distractors less effective. During the actual test, the combination of
high sketch complexity and distractor level significantly increased the completion
time.
7.2. Generalizing the Results
History mechanisms are pervasive in HCI, so our findings are potentially important beyond the sketch interactions discussed here. For example, it is notable
that comic strips are common in several graphical history mechanisms [19]. Even
though animation has comparable enjoyability to summary frame, it requires user
interaction to start, stop, and rewind. In contrast, both summary frame and comic
strips are static and require no user navigation.
On a more general level, both Sketcholution techniques proposed in this paper
are examples of spatialization [33]: transforming temporal data into spatial representations. For Sketcholution, the stroke-level interaction sequence represents
the temporal data, and the techniques only differ in which spatial representation
is used. Comic strips use small multiples, whereas the summary frame instead
orders the temporal data in the same image. Both approaches have their own pros
and cons, and more research is needed to investigate the relative merits of each
technique in detail.
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However, the common denominator for all spatialization methods is that they
run the risk of introducing high visual clutter and complexity. This is certainly
also true for the Sketcholution techniques; the comic strip scales down and multiples the sketch canvas, yielding increased clutter proportional to the number of
frames as well as smaller visual resolution for individual frames, and the numbering and bounding boxes used in the summary frame will cause similar levels of
increased clutter and visual complexity. The saving grace for sketches in comparison to, for example, digital video is that the overall level of visual detail tends
to be relatively low for sketches. However, it is equally true that a sketch will
become increasingly complex as it is worked on over a longer period of time. Our
Sketcholution techniques will not scale well with such long sequences and more
work is needed to accommodate them.
There are several strategies that we could adopt to combat scale and complexity in the future. Simple optimization rules could be applied to the interaction
sequence that eliminates redundancy, such as discarding strokes that were immediately deleted or undone. Multiple operations could be chunked, similar to our
work in the skWiki system [34], where a series of consecutive stroke or erase operations are grouped together into a single meta-operation. Finally, as observed
earlier in this paper as a rationale for introducing distractors in our user study,
there are often parts of a sketch that do not change much. Such invariant components could be ghosted so that they are less visually salient and thus less of a
distraction.
Another limitation of the Sketcholution approach is that sequential agglomerative clustering may not work well with holistic sketching where the illustrator
evenly adds detail across the entire canvas (i.e., a form of breadth-first sketching)
as opposed to working on different parts of the sketch separately (i.e., depth-first).
We may have to relax the chronology-preserving design goal to better accommodate such behavior. We leave this for future work.
Finally, our intended use-case for Sketcholution is to embed the methods into
the skWiki collaborative multimedia system [34]. skWiki stores persistent versions of sketches, rich text, and images using the concept of a path as a sequence
of operations yielding a particular data object. We plan to use the Sketcholution
method to visualize the evolution of a sketch in the system. While our study shows
clear advantages to the comic strip and summary frame techniques proposed in
this paper, a realistic implementation in the skWiki system may still provide all
three options. In fact, hybrid solutions may also be desirable: for example, an animation could highlight recent changes using bounding boxes similar to the comics
strip and summary frame. Another approach may be to chunk the animation into
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individual segments, resulting in a hybrid animated comic strip.
8. Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented Sketcholution, a new approach to capturing and summarizing the interaction history for digital sketching. The approach is based on an
order-preserving agglomerative clustering algorithm that summarizes the strokelevel evolution of a sketch from the bottom up, yielding a visual summary that can
be adapted to any desired level of detail. Comic strip and summary frame are two
concrete history mechanisms that use the aggregation tree resulting from this cluster analysis, and they present the results as a sequence of highlighted frames, or as
a single annotated frame, respectively. Results from a controlled user study indicate that both comic strip and summary frame significantly outperform animation.
Furthermore, both are static and require no user interaction.
In the future, we will keep exploring applications in the domain of artistic sketching where our techniques can be integrated into a tool of segmenting
sketches based on their time stamps. Our techniques can also be handy in the
field of technical sketches and sketches of process schematics since such sketches
tend to have multiple layers where our tools can separate the overlapped layers in
certain cases. Our future work will also study how to use findings from the user
study in a revision control framework for sketches. It should be possible to integrate our Sketcholution techniques directly into the editor interface. Furthermore,
beyond vector drawing, automatically extracting animation summaries is appealing for many domains, including storyboarding, general interaction histories, and
video summarization.
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